SPARCK #CultureCode
The purpose of this document is to create an outline of the #CultureCode to describe the culture that we are building at
SPARCK. This may be used as a text document or be turned into a deck, video or other media as appropriate.
—

We are the Digital Design Consultancy of BJSS.
We have a pretty unique oﬀer: we have the design skills of a creative agency combined with the technical capability of an
experienced consultancy. This is because, as well as having more than 40 ambitious and passionate people in the core
SPARCK team, we also work seamlessly with over 1000 BJSS technologists, including data scientists, cloud engineers,
developers and solution architects, to name just a few!
Together, we work with with ambitious organisations to deliver growth and cost optimisation by (re)designing business
strategies, products and services. In other words, we help them to create their future.

Our Culture
At SPARCK, we spend a lot of time talking about what makes us who we are. This is because we bring our culture to our
clients and it rubs oﬀ.
Our culture is our personality. It defines the environment in which we work and it helps us to make decisions. And, most
importantly, it enables us to do the right thing.
Just like everything at SPARCK, our culture is organic and it’s always evolving. We actively seek to nurture and improve it as
it helps us to become a better company, a better team and deliver better work for our clients.

Core Philosophies
Our first set of manifesto points were written in the pub (like most of our good ideas)! They summarised how we saw
ourselves and what clients could expect from us. For those of you that weren’t around back then, here’s a throwback:

As we grew and evolved, we iterated these statements over many months and, finally, agreed on a set of core principles
that define what we do and who we are.

What we do.
We work with a diverse and ever growing range of companies and brands to create their future. We’re not afraid to take on
the tough challenges and tackle the most complex of problems.
Our approach is grounded in Design Thinking. We research, design, prototype, plan and deliver amazing products, services
and strategies with our clients. To us, that means understanding people’s needs, designing solutions for them and taking
action to test out those ideas quickly and cost eﬀectively.
We focus on outcomes, not outputs.
We focus on delivering growth and scalable solutions, rather than outputs. We approach things from a diﬀerent angle
and we are unafraid to reframe the problem in order the reach the best outcome with our clients.
We are hands on makers, not just talkers.
Ideas are cheap but built concepts are the most valuable! We learn a huge amount by taking action. It’s better to adopt
the “fail fast” methodology and make a wrong decision, than to make no decision at all.
We adapt.
We aren’t wedded to the process. We have a methodology and principles that guide us but we aren’t afraid to tear up
the rulebook occasionally. We’re comfortable changing things up and experimenting when we need to.
Collaboration is king.
We work openly and in partnership with our clients. This means taking clients along the journey with us every step of
the way.
We push boundaries.
We bring creativity, energy and innovative thinking to create step-out change and come up with alternative solutions
for our clients. We help make the uncomfortable feel more comfortable.

Who we are.
We are a collective of bright and talented people from a variety of backgrounds, cultures and personalities.
We value our diﬀerences as it gives us more perspectives and makes us stronger as a team; we create better and more
disruptive ideas that way.
Above all, we hire awesome people who deliver great outcomes, solve problems and get stuﬀ done! It's not all about
having the right kind of experience, it's as much about having a positive attitude and an ability to pick things up quickly.
No matter what your role title says, we all show up in the same way:
We are T-shaped, growth hackers.
Everyone we hire is T shaped and self-directed. We each bring deep experience but can apply ourselves to any
challenge. We are go-getters! We make quick decisions, test them, learn and repeat!

We believe in trust, not control.
We hire great people and let them figure it out. We avoid hierarchy for the sake of it. This means we don’t ‘report’ in the
traditional sense, but rather we create supportive communities - we call them Squads and Tribes!
We support each other.
On that note, we’re certainly not lone rangers! We’re a diverse family that looks out for each other. We share
information freely and avoid building closed walls.
We’re not too serious.
Creativity is fuelled by positivity - we’re fun to be around and have around. We don’t take ourselves too seriously.
We are building SPARCK together.
We’re all in this together. Bring yourself to work, speak up and have your voice heard.

Keeping our values alive.
This document is intended to help us communicate what we believe in and what makes us who we are.
Our culture is what makes SPARCK, SPARCK! It’s a crucial part of how we show up and create the best outcomes for our
clients. This is why we all need to live and breathe it.
Nonetheless, our culture is always adapting - just like us! This is part of what we do day-in-day-out. That means our culture
is likely to change, and change again. As we grow, new people bring new perspectives and that means we’re always
evolving. We’re not afraid of that.

Summary
We research, design, prototype and deliver amazing products, services and strategies, together with BJSS and our clients.
We help create a future that is simpler, more meaningful and more personal. We do it with open, transparent and
collaborative creativity with our partners and in our teams.
We are an eclectic mix of interesting individuals that each brings radical thinking and innovative ways of working. Just like
a family, we care for and support each other.
And finally, we not only help clients design the future - we help deliver it.
We are SPARCK.
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